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INDUCTION/ORIENTATION PROGRAMME
A two day programme when we first arrived which was brilliant. A chance to meet all
fellow exchanges with interactive games played to create communication. Very
useful as it outlined all the information we needed on University life, things to do in
Toronto and introduced us to all the people who were going to be responsible for
looking after our interests.

ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE
Exceptional method of teaching. Despite the fact the lectures were three hours long
the small classroom sizes really made interaction with the professor easy. All
professors were able to acknowledge you by using their first name and participation
is encouraged as a key part pf the learning process. Group work is heavily promoted
and there are also many chances to work on real life business examples in
classrooms. Method of assessment focuses mainly on group work and teachers
make themselves easily accessible.

MBS INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
Great level of support with good level of information. I think what could be useful
when teachers come out to check how we are doing if they were to take pictures of
the campus and surrounding area and put on a website to give a visual aid for
students trying to choose their universities.
MBS SECOND YEAR MEETINGS
Again, perhaps just more pictures of institutions.

HOST INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
Great level of support, always very helpful and readily accessible whenever a
problem arose.

ACCOMMODATION
Good but you pay far too much for university accommodation. There is a
student village directly opposite university where you can live in student
houses for half the price of many campus facilities. I would try to make these
housing arrangements available to students in the future.
DESTINATION INFORMATION AND OVERALL EXPERIENCE
Transport to the city centre takes a good 45 minutes on bus and subway. Toronto
has so much to offer such as clubs, restaurants and its close proximity to Chicago
and New York make road trips an absolute must. Montreal is just up the road and
that’s a great party city.

DESCRIBE IN ONE SENTENCE YOUR YEAR ABROAD
A non-stop emotional roller coaster of hard work and fun.

